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Official Welcome

Rectoral Address
As President of the University of Giessen, I have the honour of welcoming you here on behalf of the Justus-Liebig University. You are within the confines of an old University, dating back to 1607. In modern history the case of the University of Giessen is unique; it was the only German University not to be reopened immediately after World War II. The reopening, first as Justus-Liebig College in 1950 with a medical academy, finally led to the foundation of a full medical faculty in 1957 on the occasion of the 350th anniversary celebrations of the former old Ludwig University. I believe I am equitable in stating that this break did not only manifest itself outwardly but—with all due respect to old traditions—it also resulted in a modern, open-minded outlook within the University. From a purely scientific point of view I can comment on your symposium inasmuch as I myself belong to the medical faculty and as obstetrician and gynaecologist I see many a relationship to your particular problems within the various medical disciplines. It stands to the credit of the Justus Liebig University that you should hold your symposium within the walls of Giessen, and I am wishing you every success for your congress.

R. Kepp, Chairman of the University of Giessen

Welcome by the Lord Mayor of Giessen

As Lord Mayor of the University town of Giessen it is my privilege to welcome you here today. It is a great honour for the town and the University that you have chosen Giessen for your meeting. Research work in strabismus, your modern branch of science, carried out at the Eye Clinic of Giessen since the end of the war has attained international repute and worldwide recognition under its present director and his collaborators. I see in this the reason for the decision that your congress—which four years ago was held in New Delhi—should take place in Germany in 1966. You assembled, Ladies and Gentlemen, in the district of Giessen, in Grünberg, now in the town of Giessen and, finally, you will attend the International Congress of Ophthalmology in Munich. The fact that scientists of 33 nations are exchanging views on important scientific and social problems not only gives your congress rank and distinction in the field of science, it is also a demonstration of international understanding and a meeting of peaceful co-operation. As scientists you are free of political resentments, independent of national boundaries and ideological influence. The thoughts and the language of science are neutral, they are a link between the people of various countries and have the ethos of humanity. You are a team of outstanding personalities from all continents. My
fellow citizens and I are proud that you should meet here in Giessen and
I would like to thank you for it.
I do hope that you will have sufficient time to get acquainted with our
town and its surroundings, to take with you in your mind a picture to remember.
The countryside and the cultural area of Oberhessen have seen
manifold and fateful changes in the course of German and European history.
It is a territory of Roman-Germanic and prehistoric culture. Giessen
has lost most of its historical monuments in World War II; 70% of the
town was destroyed by bombs. It has been rebuilt and is now a modern
town with the restless rhythm of our time. However, Giessen is not only a
town of traffic, commerce and industry but also a centre of culture and,
primarily, of research and science. During the years of reconstruction our
Justus-Liebig University had, and still has today, the support of the town
and the county of Hessen. Here as well the changes are impressive, there
is open-mindedness on a world-wide basis and progressiveness in a spirit
of democratic recovery. Politics of communities and countries and world
politics overlap in all spheres of life and in our age of atomic and space
research they have their international repercussions. But amidst all progress
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and all discoveries, in all disputes and contradictions of intellectual
efforts, the focus is on man. You, Ladies and Gentlemen, through your
distinguished profession, are dedicated to this service, to serving. Our generally
accepted conception of occidental culture has today intercontinental
validity and we may see in this reconciliation, peace and human equality.
May your symposium be a parable, a documentation thereof. And if
later on Professor Franceschetti, the President of the International
League against Blindness, opens the meeting, the significance of your
scientific and social efforts for the benefit of mankind will manifest itself.
May the population at large, as it is your intention, become attentive,
through your meeting, to the early treatment of a disorder which you as
scientists have recognized and against which you have found a remedy.
I trust, Ladies and Gentlemen, that your symposium will result in a
fruitful exchange of views. For your future work I am wishing you every
success, and for the days in Giessen also a certain amount of enjoyment
and relaxation.

Schneider
Lord Mayor of Giessen

Opening Remarks of the President
Distinguished hosts and colleagues! It is a pleasure and a great honour for me to open this International Strabismus Symposium. This is a unique opportunity for specialists in strabismus to advance knowledge in this aspect of ophthalmology. In order to advance our knowledge of strabismus, we must first understand each other’s terms and customs, and improve our communication system. It is only when these fundamentals are clear that we will be able to compare, evaluate and judge each other’s ideas and works.

Accordingly, a program concept for these meetings has been shaped and molded through correspondence and meetings so that, hopefully, there will be a firm purpose and a useful result from this initial symposium. Planning goals were set, extensively altered and modified along the way, with a most co-operative spirit and gracious demonstration of flexibility by all, for which many thanks are due.

Our first goal is to dispel existing confusion regarding strabismus terminology, and to specify the form by which we may more adequately communicate to each other the conditions of a sensory or motor test (mensuration). It would also be helpful to be more accurately aware of similarities and differences in strabismus examination customs as they exist.

The second goal is to sharply focus our attention on one aspect of strabismus management. By papers and discussions, we will evaluate the present status of orthoptics, pleoptics and related diagnostic and treatment regimes. As an approach to the first goal, a Working Group procedure was employed. A Working Group is a continuing working committee concerned with a particular problem area, whose work, by correspondence and meetings, culminates in a report with specific recommendations and conclusions. The mechanics of the symposium necessitated limiting the number of participants of the Working Groups to an optimal number in order to accomplish the tasks.

Three Working Groups have developed preliminary reports during the past many months, which have been presented and discussed during the past few days at Grünberg, Germany. Each Chairman of the three Working Groups will present his revised (and still preliminary) report to you here in Giessen for further discussion and recommendations.

Working Group I, under the chairmanship of colleague Arthur Linksz, was charged with the task of defining the commonly used strabismus terms. The task of finding agreeably useful terms is long overdue, but...
it is not too late to begin on a co-operative international basis. This Working Group was also asked to attempt to standardize a communication language relative to mensuration techniques; in other words, to suggest how one may adequately describe how any sensory or motor test is performed, and to point out the significant test conditions that should be mentioned simply in order to tell others how any test is done. It was not the purpose to select any test as being best, good or bad, important or unimportant. Nor was it the purpose to establish the best way to do any specific test. Rather, it was the purpose to suggest how to tell others the conditions of any mensuration technique (sensory or motor test) so that another colleague may fully understand and replicate the method in order to appropriately interpret and judge it.

Working Group II, under the chairmanship of colleague CHARLES Thomas, was charged with the task of letting us be aware of what exists in different parts of the world as customary strabismus sensory or motor examination procedures, which, in the opinion of representative individuals are considered necessary, essential, or adequate, for an evaluative examination of a sensory or motor status. This analytic examination may be for the purpose of diagnosis, re-evaluation at different stages during management, or as an assessment of the final management results. It was not the purpose to decide which is the best sensory or motor examination routine, since it is obvious that each individual’s own sensory or motor evaluative examination is best for him, and it was considered inappropriate to attempt to make comparative judgments at this point. Rather, it was the purpose to make us aware of the similarities and differences in examination routines as they exist, for whatever the judgmental reasons, and to learn directly from selected representative individuals what methods they actually prefer in the sensory or motor evaluative examination. In this way our preconceived and often erroneous notions of what we believe to exist as examination customs in different areas may be clarified simply by direct communication of what actually exists.

It was the task of Working Group II to collate the various preferences in examination routines expressed by selected representative individuals, and discussed by all Working Group members. It is only when we are accurately aware of the similarities and differences, and of the changing trends in examination methods throughout the world, that we may start to compare and judge, and to begin to question why.
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Working Group III, under the chairmanship of colleague T. Keith Lyle, was charged with the task of suggesting a format, or international organizational structure, through which we all might continue the improved communications and discussions.

Now, I must say, that it was not expected that all these problems of fundamental import would immediately be solved by the three Working Groups, but a very significant beginning has been made. The boundaries of these overlapping Working Group problems were shifted as the result of much correspondence, and the focus was sharpened on one or another aspect of the problems. Different stages of development have been attained at the Grunberg Working Group preliminary sessions. Each Group chairman will summarize for you in his own way the voluminous preliminary correspondence and long deliberations, and will present his preliminary recommendations and conclusions. These reports will be open for your suggestions which the Chairmen will include in the final published reports. It is my purpose here to give you only the appropriate background for the Working Group preliminary reports which will be presented.

For the second goal, a program concept has been fashioned which will allow us to sharply focus on just one important aspect of strabismus; ‘An evaluation of the present status of orthoptics, pleoptics, and related diagnostic and treatment regimes.’ The papers have been grouped according to different aspects of this theme for each of the next four days here in Giessen, Germany. A round-table discussion will take place at the end of each morning and each afternoon session. The participants of the round table will be the speakers of the morning or afternoon session. Written questions from all participants and attendees hopefully will clarify points, illuminate problems, and help assess the present status of specific diagnostic and treatment regimes. The questions to be discussed will be selected by the Chairmen of the day and the round-table moderator.

I cannot close these introductory remarks without expressing my personal gratitude and thanks to the several committees who have labored so hard to make these meetings as representative and meaningful as possible. The Advisory and Planning Committee has been of inestimable help in all aspects of the arrangements.

The Participant Selection Committees were under the chairmanship of colleagues Curt Cüppers (for Europe and neighboring countries), Harold Whaley Brown (for North, Central and South America), and Ronald Lowe (for Australia, New Zealand and Asia).
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Colleague Alfredo Arruga has full responsibility for the simultaneous translation facilities during the meetings and for publication of the proceedings.
The three Working Group Chairmen, colleagues Arthur Linksz, Charles Thomas, and T. Keith Lyle, have given complete dedication to their monumental tasks, and our indebtedness to them is gratefully acknowledged.
Our warm thanks and praise are due to our host, colleague Curt Cüppers and his collaborator Dr. Felicitas Adelstein and their staff, for making these magnificent symposium facilities available to us all.
As we begin these sessions, I would like to express the hope that if we start with modest ambitions with regard to attaining our goals, we are more likely to end with successfully improved communications, and enhanced mutual understanding and knowledge. As the task is understandably more difficult in strabismus management than in other branches of ophthalmology, it is all the more necessary.
It is entirely reasonable to hope and expect that the Working Group reports, the papers relative to a specific theme, and the round-table discussions, will give these meetings a special form—a real purpose—and a useful meaning.

Arthur Jampolsky, President
International Strabismus Symposium